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Objectives

The aim of the project was to compile a comprehensive database of all exam
data from the Royal Colleges throughout the country such that it could be
accessed by third parties in a clear to use way.
Various exams were used in assessing which specialisms doctors were entering most. The scores and frequency of various specialist exams as well as
exam data from medical schools across the country were all to be put into
the UKMED database, a project to present a non-identifiable sampling of
all those in the medical professsion with data regarding race, gender, age,
background, and test scores.
The project was commissioned by the GMC in 2010 and the process is ongoing
as the legal sensitivity of the data required approval from the Royal Colleges
and more data is being collected. 2017 is the expected publication date.

Completion of Medical
School
Core Registrant
Systems

ARCP Data

Number Matched = 13,973
Where UCAS ID not present, matching
based on Date of Birth and Full Name;
Date of Birth, Postcode, and First or Last
Name (or Both); or Postcode and both
names match.

GMC Register

HESA Data Phase 1 Cohort

Provisional Load from Medical Schools
into Graduate Database based on: First
Name, Last Name, Student ID,
Qualification, Year, Uni Code.

Number Matched = 16,070
*Numbers are per coverage report
UKCAT Matches:
Matched on UCAS ID = 11,484

Matched on Full Name/DOB = 520

Matched on Full Name, Postcode= 46
GAMSAT Data

Where UCAS ID not present,
matching based on Date of Birth,
Postcode and Full Name; Or Date of
Birth, Postcode, and Fuzzy (with
errors) Full Name.

Matched on ID/Shortcode = 13,899
Matched on Full Name/DOB = 844

Matched on Fuzzy Name, DOB, Postcode = 103

Number Matched = 807

Number Matched= 13, 691
All Matched by GMC Validation.

Number Matched= 14,784

Matched on Full Name/DOB/Postcode = 2234

Matched on Previous Last Name/DOB =
28

GAMSAT Matches:
Matched on UCAS ID = 435

Matched on Fuzzy Name, DOB, Postcode
= 11

Matched on Full Name/DOB/Postcode = 351

Matched on DOB, Postcode, and First or
Last Name = 2

Matched on Fuzzy Name, DOB, Postcode = 21
Deduplication Methods:
Overwrite HUSID where HESA rows share the
same UKPRN and OWNST, but have different
HUSID; the same Surname, First Name, Date of
Birth, and Postcode.; the same Surname, First
Name, Date of Birth; the same Surname, First
Name and Postcode; or the same First Name,
Date of Birth, and Postcode. Overwrite HUSID
where rows contain the same GMC PERSON_UID,
and different HUSID.

HEE Recruitment Data
Number Matched = 7,637
Matched by GMC Validation = 7,557
Matched by GMC/Fuzzy Date of Birth
= 17
Matched without GMC Number = 69

*GMC Reference Number contained in Data*

NTS
Number Matched= 14,202
All Matched by GMC Validation.

Exam Data- Royal Colleges and
PSA

Not confirmed BMAT
data

FPAS
Number Matched = 13,534
For Matching Methods refer to Data
Dictionary.
*Linked by UCAS Person UID*
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/component/
studrec/show_file/10051/a%5E_
%5EUCASPERID.html

*Linked by Medical School Code and Internal Medical School ID to GMC Shortcode and GMC Reference Number*
HESA.OWNSTU||HESA.UKPRN = GMC.STUDENT_ID||GMC.SHORTCODE
Where Student ID/Shortcode not found, matched on Date of Birth and Full Name; Date of Birth, First Name, and
Previous Last Name; Date of Birth and Partial Name; or Date of Birth, Postcode and First or Last Name.
Deduplication: 1,401 cases

Conclusion

I was involved in the modelling of the project which took place in several
stages. The first involved cross referencing the data sharing agreements provided by the various Royal Colleges with the exam data we required, and with
the data received. This was mapped in Excel such that revised data sharing
agreements could be compiled if too much data was present, or requests
could be sent out for the missing data if it was not enough to conduct analysis.
Following this data mining was required in SQL in order to match the individuals from the data provided to Siebel, the GMC”s internal database. This was to
ensure consistency in the data received, to weed out duplicates, and to esnure
the collection would involve the relevant timeframe.
SPSS multiple regression analysis was then conducted to model the exam
data on the various demographic datat we received.
Finally, a Tableau report was compiled which presented histograms of frequencies and test scores, as well as the regression outputs from SPSS. The entire
process was model built, such that data adjustments would automaically
update the entire product chain.

Post Graduate Training

ARCP.GMCRefNo =
GMC.PERSON_UID
UKCAT Data

Method

The project was one which involved building the models and
algorithms that would allow analysis and output to be conducted
in the future. As the database is not ready nor published, there are
no conclusions currently to be made given the sample we received.
Testing was done to ensure that given data sets previously analysed,
such as the reliability of aptitude tests, that we received the same
results. As this was the case we could have a reasonable degree of
confidence that our models were an accurate representation of the
data received, and that when the finalised collection is prepared for
publication, the results that third parties received would be from a
trustworthy source.

For Match Test Breakdown refer to
UKMED Coverage Report.

Legend
= Database Linkages

The modelling development within SQL and SPSS allowed the Tableau
report to live update to all new data inputs. When tested using the UK-CAT
12 Study to replicate their results, we received an identical output. This
results in our modelling being robust and adaptable.

It is clear that when the final database is compiled, that third party
users will be able to have accurate reflections of trends within medical
exam data in the UK, which can inform hospitals and other services on
whcih variables to aid in more apt selection. This data will also provide
the government with a method of improving recruitment to more
struggling specialisms.
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Key Findings

Entry to Medical School

General Practicioners and Specialists to provide care for UK residents. As an
intern, I was tasked with data analysis in compiling a database of academic
progression for all doctors and specialists in the country.

